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POLICE BLOTTER 
 

 

Monday April 4, 2022 

 
2122 hrs Officers observed 3 subjects walking on Patterson Blvd.  Upon contact, one of the 

subjects was found to have 3 active warrants (Dayton PD DUS, MCSO Failure to Comply, 

and Huber Heights PD Excessive Noise).  Upon confirmation Kaleb W. Nothstine 

W/M/20 was arrested and a search of his person revealed suspected crystal met in a 
pocket.  He was also charged with Drug Possession.  Another male was found to have an 

Ohio Dept of Corrections warrant for Failure to Comply, and upon confirmation Derrick D. 

Hill B/M/25 was also arrested.  Both were transported to KPD jail.  22-015433 

 
2248 hrs Officers responded to 1509 Barney on an intoxicated subject refusing to leave the bar.  

On arrival contact was made with the subject who was found to be too intoxicated to care 

for himself.  Derek M. Turton W/M/38 was arrested for DC/PI and was booked in to the 

Kettering Jail.           22-015446  
 
2300 hrs Officers were speaking with the caller at the above incident at 1509 Barney, and a LEADS 

checks revealed he had a warrant through Fairborn PD for Disorderly Conduct.  Upon 

confirmation Joseph Long W/M/60 was placed under arrest and transported to KPD jail.  

22-015454 
 
0023 hrs Officers stopped a vehicle at Dixie Dr and Big Hill for equipment violations.  Upon contact 

the driver was found to have 2 active warrants (Oakwood PD – DUS, MCSO – FTA on 
OVI) In addition the driver was the subject of a temporary protection order, with his 
passenger as the protected person.  Upon confirmation of the warrants and the TPO 

Frank E. Smith B/M/48 was placed under arrest and transported to KPD jail, where he 

was also cited for NO OL, DUS x2, and Obstructed View.  22-015468 
 
0032 hrs Officers stopped a vehicle near Patterson and Hilton for moving violations.  Upon contact 

with the driver signs of alcohol impairment were noted.  The driver refused the SFSTs and 

was uncooperative.  Christina Hammock W/F/45 was placed under arrest for Operating 
a Vehicle under the Influence.   During an inventory of the vehicle, a bag of mushrooms 

was located.  The passenger Nickolas Moerman W/M/48 claimed they were his property, 
and was arrested for Possession of Drugs (F).  Both were transported to KPD jail, where 

Hammock refused the breath test and was issued multiple citations.  22-015467 

 

 

 



 

0440 hrs Officers faxed a warrant to MCJ on original charges of Domestic Violence, Aggravated 

Menacing and Telephone Harassment on Dion R. Dansby B/M/21. 22-012977 

 

Tuesday April 5, 2022 

 
1036 hrs Officers were dispatched to 1901 W Stroop on a warrant transfer. James Taylor W/M/26 

was taken into custody on a FTC/ DUS warrant. Due to medical issues he was released 

with a new court date per Kettering Courts. 22-015530 

 
1941 hrs Officers responded to Kroger (Dorothy/Woodman) to assist KFD on a subject who was 

intoxicated and having a seizure.  Sean M. Erbes (W/M/50) was transported to KMH 

where he was issued a summons for Criminal Trespass.  22-015595 
 
0006 hrs Officers stopped a vehicle in the lot of the BP at 2361 Smithville Rd for equipment 

violations.  The driver Austin D. Gregory W/M/20 was found to have an active warrant 

through MCSO for Drug Paraphernalia.  The male passenger Daniel E. Hurd W/M/25 
initially provided a false name, but admitted who he was when confronted.  He also had a 
warrant through Dayton PD for Drug Paraphernalia and through Kettering for Disorderly 
Conduct.  All warrants were confirmed and both subjects transported to KPD jail without 

incident.  22-015633 

 

Wednesday April 6, 2022 

 
1135 hrs Officers were dispatched to 4075 Wilmington, Meijer, on a theft in progress. They made 

contact with Maxwell E. Berry W/M/23 who was accused of attempting to conceal items 
but did not leave with them. Berry attempted several times to provide false information in 
an attempt to avoid a warrant. When his identity was confirmed, it was found he had 3 
active warrants for his arrest. He was also charged with Obstructing Official Business and 

Falsification. He was transported to jail without incident. 22-015723   
 
1553 hrs Officers responded to 3704 & 3809 Wilmington Pike for thefts reported from unlocked 

vehicles. Through the investigation, a suspect was identified as Mindy J. Williams, 

w/f/60. Attempts to contact Williams at her residence were unsuccessful and signed 

affidavits will be submitted to the KMC prosecutor’s office for arrest warrants. 22-015761 

& 22-015772 
 
1913 hrs Officers made contact with 2 subjects on the east side lot of 1701 W. Dorothy Ln 

(Walmart). One of the subjects was identified as Brittany Alsup W/F/32. She had an 
active warrant through Moraine PD for FTC on the original charge of theft. Moraine PD 

responded and took custody of Alsup. 22-015796 

 
2155 hrs Officers responded to 515 Forrer Avenue, Apt. A, for a 911 hang-up. Upon arrival, officers 

made contact with the residents, and learned one of them had an active warrant for his 

arrest. Markel K. Sealey, b/m/19, was arrested on a FTA warrant entered through 

Riverside on an original charge of DUS. 22-015812 
 
2259 hrs Officers stopped a vehicle for a traffic violation in the area of 5635 Coach Drive East. 

Upon making contact with the driver, he admitted to possessing a firearm and began 

reaching under his seat. Several crews responded to assist and Jordahn D. Pope-

Brulee, b/m/29, was arrested for CCW and Improper Handling in a MV. 22-015820 
 
0029 hrs Officers responded to Glenheath Drive for an undetermined cause of death. Detectives 

responded and the investigation is on-going. 22-015830 



 

 
0122 hrs Officers responded to the Public Library located at 1855 E. Stroop Road for a suspicious 

person sleeping in the entryway. The subject was observed attempting to make entry into 
several closed businesses in the area. Upon further investigation, it appeared the subject 

was under the influence of narcotics. James H. Wilson, w/m/45, was arrested for DCPI 

and transported to the KPD jail. 22-015834 

 

Thursday April 7, 2022 
 
2210 hrs Officers responded to apartment #109 of the Key Terraces Apartments at 3908 

Wilmington Pike for a welfare check. Upon arrival, the resident explained that a neighbor 
had come over to visit and was highly intoxicated. The resident no longer wanted the 
neighbor at his apartment and was concerned for her safety. Having nobody to care for 

her, Misty D. Peterson, w/f/47, was arrested for DCPI and transported to the KPD jail. 

22-016018  
 
0028 hrs Officers stopped a bicyclist in the area of S. Dixie Hwy. and Stockton Avenue for an 

equipment violation. Upon making contact, it was determined that the subject had an 

active warrant for his arrest. Michael A. Musselman, w/m/29, was arrested for the FTA 

warrant entered through Miami Co. SO for an original charge of no OL. 22-016036 

 

Friday April 8, 2022 

 
1812 hrs Officers stopped a vehicle on Dorothy at Berkley for a speeding violation.  The passenger 

was found to have a warrant through Clark CO SO.  Joseph Fields, w/m/34, was 

arrested on the confirmed warrant.  22-016159 
 

1946 hrs Officers responded to 521 Ive where they arrested Emily Ward, w/f/39, on a warrant 

through MTPD.  22-016173 

 
2306 hrs Officers were dispatched to Marc’s located at 2100 E. Whipp on a welfare check.  On 

arrival, officers located the subject who was found to be too intoxicated to care himself.  

Gene L. Williams W/M/53 was issued a summons for DC/PI and released to a sober 

party.   22-016205 

 
0106 hrs Officers stopped a vehicle at S. Dixie/Stockton for traffic violations.  Contact was made 

with the occupants and signs of drug use were observed.  After a free air sniff, 

methamphetamine was located.  Kaila M. Koval W/F/25 was arrested for Possession of 
Drugs (F5).  Koval was also charged with Illegal Conveyence (F3) after she was found to 

be concealing additional narcotics at MCJ.  A second passenger, Krystal K. Crawford 

W/F/35, was found to have a warrant through MCSO for Aggravated Possession (F) and 

was transported to the Montgomery County Jail.    22-016233   
 
0203 hrs Officers initiated a stop at Stroop/Maryknoll for traffic violations.  Contact was made with 

the driver and signs of impairment were observed.  After SFST’s, Chance M. Phillips 

W/M/21 was arrested for OVI and transported to the Kettering Jail where he provided a 

breath sample of .102 g/210L.  22-016228 

 
 
0535 hrs Officers were dispatched to the area of Reynolds Way at Reynolds & Reynolds for a 

crash. The driver, Linsey G. Thompson, W/F/34, was showing signs of impairment.  

Thompson was arrested for OVI and submitted to a breath test with a result of .243.  22-

016235   



 

 

Saturday April 9, 2022 

 
1750 hrs Officers were on patrol in the area of Marshall/Flowerdale when he observed a known 

wanted subject exiting a vehicle in the area.  Corey D. Blair W/M/29 was arrested on 
warrants through Miami Twp PD and OSP-Lebanon, both for FTA-DUS.  Blair was 

transported to the Kettering Jail.   22-016293 

 
1927 hrs Officers responded to 109 Oakview on two suspicious persons tampering with a trailer in 

the street. On arrival, a female was located and found to have a warrant.  Tracy J. 

Thomas W/F/35 was arrested on a warrant through Greene County S.O. for Violating a 

Court Order (F).  The second subject, Michael J. Goffinet W/M/46, was located hiding in 
shrubbery nearby and was taken in to custody on a Clark County warrant and for 

Obstructing Official Business and was transported to the Kettering Jail.    22-016302 

 
2315 hrs Officers initiated a stop for traffic violations at W. Stroop/Tait.  Contact was made with the 

driver and signs of impairment were observed. Following SFST’s, David A. Harris 

W/M/51 was arrested for OVI and transported to the Kettering Jail where he refused a 

breath test.      22-016331 

 
2327 hrs Crews responded to 2808 San Rae on an intoxicated subject who had broken windows 

out of the residence.  The subject had left the scene but was located a short distance 

away.  Justin B. Ross W/M/27 was arrested for Disorderly Conduct and was transported 

to the Kettering Jail.  22-016332 

 
0005 hrs Officers were on patrol in the area of Wilmington/E. Dorothy when he located a vehicle 

sitting through several red light cycles. After SFST’s, Jermaine L. Kelso B/M/41 was 
arrested for OVI and was transported to the Kettering Jail where he refused a breath test.  

22-016335 

 
0039 hrs Officers responded to 2681 Vale on a family problem.  On arrival, it was determined that a 

female on scene had been assaulted by her brother.  Christopher T. Howard W/M/28 

was arrested for Domestic Violence and was transported to the Kettering Jail.  22-016338  

 

Sunday April 10, 2022 

 
1311 hrs Officers were dispatched to a rollover crash on E. Dorothy Ln/Harvey Ave. Upon their 

arrival they found that one of the vehicles left the scene and was found at 2516 Oakley 

Ave with damage from the crash. The driver was identified as Jeffrey R. Witten W/M/47 
was found to be heavily intoxicated on alcohol and admitted he may have struck a 
mailbox while operating his van. He did not satisfactorily perform the SFSTs and was 

arrested for OVI. Witten provided a .332 BAC breath sample at the Kettering Jail. 22-

016382 

 
1616 hrs Officers responded to 2101 E. Dorothy (Taco Bell) on a narcotics complaint.  Upon arrival, 

a subject was located and found to be in possession of hypodermic needles and a crack 

pipe.  Ethan C. Jones W/M/21 was issued a summons for Drug Abuse Instruments and 

Drug Paraphernalia.  22-016409 

 
1746 hrs Officers initiated a traffic stop on S. Dixie Hwy near Mayo Ave for a vehicle with fictitious 

license plates. The driver, Terrance Ransom B/M/28 was found to be DUS with 2 felony 
probation violation warrants through MCSO. He was also found in possession of a syringe 



 

and suspected methamphetamines. The female passenger Halee Jones W/F/21 had 3 
active warrants through Moraine PD for FTA. Moraine PD responded to the scene and 

took custody of Jones. Ransom was transported to the Kettering Jail. 22-016421 

 

2227 hrs Officers met with a Warren County S.O. unit at Austin Landing on a field transfer.  David 

J. Howard B/M/48 was arrested on an income tax warrant and booked in to the Kettering 

Jail.     22-016456 

 
2249 hrs Officers initiated a stop at S. Dixie/Sacramento for traffic violations.  A passenger, 

Kennae R. Jones B/F/20 was found to have a warrant through MCSO and was taken in 

to custody.  The driver, Brittany J. Davis B/F/21 was issued a summons for Falsification, 
Open Container – MV, and Possession of Drugs.  A juvenile in the vehicle was also 
charges with Falsification, Open Container – MV, and Possession of Drugs and was 

released to a parent.         22-016461 

 

2345 hrs Officers initiated a stop in the 2700 blk S. Dixie for traffic violations.  An occupant, Misty 

S. Cook W/F/40, was found to have two active warrants on probation violations through 

MCSO.  Cook was arrested and transported to the Montgomery County Jail.  22-016468 

 

 


